KayeWood.com Quilting and Sewing Newsletter
12.17.19
Today at the KayeWood.com!
We are featuring the designs of Far Flung Quilts
on sale this week!

Newsletter Issues
If you are getting double and maybe triple newsletters, please just let me know. I can put a stop to that manually.
What can you do to help?
Go here and join our new list: https://groups.google.com/forum/?pli=1#!forum/kayewood and look for the
Apply To Join link.
Don’t forget… FREE Shipping for Orders Over $75.00 To The US
To find all of our sale patterns, go to our What’s On Sale Page..
This Week on Sale!

A Bit Askew Quilt
Pattern
This pattern features
strips of fabric cut
crookedly for a great
modern look with a
nod to the traditional
crazy patch quilt. It
works well in a wide
range of colors and
fabric styles. The
pattern makes a throw
quilt measuring 60" x
80," but you can easily
adjust the size. It
makes a terrific baby
quilt, or you can bust

Blooming Hedgehog
Quilt Pattern
Blooming Hedgehog
features one of the
Hedgehogs in a
flowerpot.
Easy to assemble and
easy to follow directions
with full size templates
and diagrams help you
create your own unique
quilt for your Hedgehog
Lover!
On Sale HERE

Braids on Parade Quilt Pattern
Start with 2.5" strips, let go of
planning the position of each
piece and enjoy random
piecing. Working with a large
variety of fabrics is such fun
and those fabrics are the key
to this quilt's appeal.
On Sale HERE

Chain of Events Quilt
Pattern
Learn two new and
interesting techniques to
make two old favorite
blocks.
Then combine traditional
"54 40 or Fight" and "Goose
Chase" blocks to create this
beautiful wall or lap quilt
showcasing curves but
made using only straight
seams.
On Sale HERE

through your stash
and make a bed quilt!
On Sale HERE

Echo Star Quilt Pattern

Double Dip Quilt Pattern

Geese in the Fields
Quilt Pattern

Crossroads Quilt
Our newest pattern that uses
Gather
a
baker's
dozen
Pattern
fat quarters and Flying Geese
of
fat
quarters
and
made the Lazy Girl way.
Combine these with a pleasing you're ready to cook up The large squares in
this great quilt.
this quilt are the ideal
background to create this quilt
places to use feature
where the stars are all the
HERE
prints, batiks or any
same in construction but seem
assortment
of fabrics.
to Echo because of the different
fabric placement.
Use those fabrics you
just can't cut into
HERE
little bitty pieces.
HERE
More Sales?

Made using 2 1/2" strips No Y-seams are needed.
Contrast in value – light,
medium and dark – makes
this quilt seem
dimensional.
HERE

Check out our Facebook Page and Group for
Pop-Up Flash Sales!
Have You Liked Our Facebook Page?
Check it out HERE

We have lots of yarns on sale too, HERE
Kaye’s Quilts on eBay
We’re putting Kaye’s Quilt Collection up on eBay.
The newest listed quilt/wallhanging is the Illusions Quilt. This is in the book,
Strip Cut Quilts, HERE
Kaye had probably hundreds of quilts, most used just in classes and demos.
Some full quilts, some just tops.
Quilts and Wallhangings, Christmas Tree Skirts, Hot Pads….
All kinds of stuff.
Still working on the uploads, but we’ve got a few of them done.
Check them out HERE

Got Notions?
Organize them with our Notions Holders….

Quilter’s Go and Sew Pouch
Pattern
Be organized to Go & Sew™ all
the time!
The Go & Sew is perfect to take to
classrooms, retreats or – just stay
organized at home!
It is designed with inside vinyl
pockets to hold all necessary
notions - and even your patterns.

Just in Cases
Organizer Pattern
Glasses & Notions
Cases (each approx.
8” tall)
Fun and clever, these
quilted cases are for
glasses, cutters,
notions, and other
take-alongs.

My Retreat Bag Pattern
Shell Shelters
Do you need a huge bag
Organizer Pattern
for going on retreat?
Create these wonderful
This is the one to make!
turtles with zipperIt’s perfect for all your
opened bellies to hold
projects, notions,
sewing notions, a
fabrics,
etc. etc. to take
child's treasures or to
along!
even pack jewelry for
travel.
On Sale HERE

On Sale HERE
On Sale HERE

A great gift project it
includes
embellishment options.
On Sale HERE

Brand New in the Shop….New Patterns
(available right on our home page, under “What’s New”)

Strawberry Lemonade
Applique Pattern
HERE

Vilhelm the Gnome Block
Epattern
Tick Tock Clocks Quilt
Epattern
HERE
HERE

Fore Wallhanging
Epattern
HERE

Every Kitchen Should Have a Quilted Bowl Cozy
By Diane Knott
Why will you love these quilted bowl cozies? Let us count the ways.
Not only are they cute and totally customizable (meaning
they'd make a great gift ), but this pattern is also microwave-safe,
reversible and can cover all sizes of bowls. Plus, it's so easy to make!
Read more HERE

Bowl Patterns…

Natural Inspirations Leaf
Fabric Bowl Pattern

Forest Friends Fabric
Bowl Pattern

HERE

HERE

New York Beauty Fabric
Bowl Pattern

Coastal Treasures Fabric
Bowl Pattern
HERE

HERE

If you would like to get the North Woods Knit & Purl Newsletter, let me know, HERE or email me here:
mailto:northwoodsknitpurl@gmail.com

On the Homestead…
The winters in Northern Michigan are notoriously gray and dreary. It seems
like we can go months without seeing much sun, so when the sun does emerge,
it makes you take notice.
And… it makes me want to dig my hands in the dirt and start seeds.
That’s not really an option until February.
Every fall I fill up my seed starting pots and store them in the barn. That way
they’re ready to go before the deep freeze lifts, and I can get things started.
I have a couple of small greenhouses, strategically placed over register vents.
That’s all the heat they need. I put some florescent lights in the greenhouses
after the seeds sprout and they are off.
But I can’t even do that yet.
Why do I say this? Because currently the sun is kind of out and it sparkles off
the ice and snow and makes a snow-globe type of environment outside.
So…. Until February…….

This week’s puzzle!
Quilt in Progress
HERE

FR** Pattern

Jumping Jacks Quilt Epattern
Remember doing Jumping Jacks when you were younger? Our newest
pattern will remind you of that game.
Jumping Jacks is easy to make; just strip cut wedges with
Kaye's Starmaker® 5 Master Template
Sew the wedges together, then square up the blocks. A circle finished with
piping completes each block.

Uses Kaye’s Starmaker 5 Master
Template
The Starmaker 5 will make perfect
5-pointed stars, that's what the 5
means.
But it is also a master template for
many quilt patterns, fans, wedges
and stars.

HERE
HERE

Use code “JUMPJACK”

Sunflower Fabric Bowl Pattern

Yarn Bowl Pattern

HERE

HERE

Please consider subscribing to our YouTube Channel! Here
On Our YouTube Channel…. (Hint… Please Subscribe…)

Mock Felted Purse Techniques using the Chloe Bag
Pattern HERE
On our Channel HERE

Get the Chloe Pattern

Please Subscribe to our Channel!

HERE

Links
•
•

Digital Patterns
What’s New! HERE

•

On Sale HERE

Have an Awesome Week!
Terrye
Questions? Email Us!
KayeWood.com
and
North Woods Knit & Purl
989-345-0947
(leave a message)
Copyright 2019

Snow Day Button Quilt Pattern
HERE
Snow Buddies Button Quilt Pattern
HERE

